Early and late components in cat Renshaw cell responses to random stimulation of motor axons: their differential sensitivity to preceding activation.
Lumbosacral Renshaw cells were activated by random stimulation of motor axons in muscle nerves or ventral roots. The stimulus patterns had mean rates of 9.5-13 or 20-23 pulses per second. The Renshaw cell responses were evaluated by two kinds of peristimulus-time histograms. "Conventional" peristimulus-time histograms were calculated by averaging the cell discharge with respect to all the stimuli in a train. "Conditional" peristimulus-time histograms were determined by averaging the cell discharge with respect to the second ("test") stimulus in pairs of stimuli which were separated by varied intervals. The effects of the conditioning stimuli were evaluated after correcting for the effect of linear superposition of the conditioning and test stimuli. The conventional peristimulus-time histograms showed an excitatory response which often consisted of two distinct components: a narrow and high "early" peak and a broad and low "late" elevation of firing probability. The early and late excitatory components were conditioned in different ways. Whereas the late component was virtually always depressed, the early component showed three patterns: (1) uniform depression; (2) uniform facilitation; (3) a mixture of depression and facilitation. Frequency responses (coherence and gain estimates) were also calculated separately for the cell discharges underlying either the early or the late components. The estimates for the "late spikes" showed a stronger decline with increasing frequency than those for the "early spikes". The origin of the different conditioning effects probably lies in a combination of pre and postsynaptic factors. They may play a role in tremor mechanisms.